
CHARACTER CLASSES: DROMITE PX1a: ADDENDA PSIONICA 

Dromites stand about 3 feet tall and usually weigh slightly more 
than 30 pounds. From a distance, they are often mistaken as 
halflings. However, upon closer examination, the difference 
become apparent, and it is understandable why they are some-
times referred to pejoratively as “bug-men”; dromites have iri-
descent compound eyes, a pair of antennae extending from 
their foreheads, and their skin is chitin-covered (like a hardened 
exoskeleton).

RESTRICTIONS: Dromites determine their hit points with four-
sided dice (d4). They may wear any type of armor and use a 
shield. Dromites may also use any magic item permitted a fighter 
and any psionic item. Dromites may not progress beyond 10th 
level of experience. A dromite must have minimum scores of 9 
in both Intelligence AND Charisma. 

SPECIAL ABILITIES: Due to the chitin covering its skin, a 
dromite gains a –2 bonus to their Armor Class. Furthermore, 
their small size grants them a –2 AC bonus against larger-than-
man-sized creatures. Additionally, dromites benefit from a +1 
on initiative rolls (optional), and have a 90% chance to hide 
in underbrush outdoors, a 2-in-6 chance to hide in shadows 
indoors, the ability to find secret or hidden doors on a 1-2 (on 
1d6), and the ability to hear noise on a 1-2 (on 1d6). Dromites 
also possess infravision to 60'. In addition to their own lan-
guage and common, dromites are also able to speak dwarvish, 
gnomish and goblin.

Dromites are a naturally psionic race. They use psionics and 
gain PSPs as a mystic, and use the same list of disciplines. 

Should a dromite have the money to do so, he or she may seek 
to establish a stronghold. Most typically, this stronghold will be 
an underground hive of interconnecting tunnels. Establishing 
the hive requires at least one Grand Queen and one Elected 
Consort, each elected annually from among the most prominent 
residents of the hive. A male dromite seeking to establish a hive 
will attract 2d6 1st level dromites during the first month, and a 
female dromite will attract 3d6 1st level dromites during the first 
month. At the end of that month, all dromites present will hold 
an election to choose their queen and her consort. There is no 

guarantee that the dromite who established the stronghold will 
be elected to either of these positions (though the dromite’s level 
and renown will likely go a long way in helping them do so). 
Each month after the queen and consort have been chosen, the 
hive will attract 1d6 1st level dromites, and 1-2 dromites of levels 
1-6. Elections to choose a new queen and consort will be held 
annually based on the date of the first election.

Typically, psionic portals are used to gain access to a dromite 
lair. These portals are typically unseen by the naked eye (even 
to infravision), but are detectable by magical or psionic true see-
ing. Going through the portal requires only stepping into it. As 
such, these portals are often hidden behind natural camouflage 
(shrubs, branches, etc.) to avoid creatures “accidentally” entering 
the hive.

Dromite Names
Dromite names are genderless. As such, there is no distinction 
between male and female in that regard. Dromites generally 
have 3 names: a given name, a caste* name, and a homestead 
name. A dromite’s homestead name always begins as the drom-
ite’s hive-city of birth, but will sometimes change to refelct the 
dromite’s current home (especially if the dromite is an establish-
ing member of that hive settlement). 

Dromite Given Name Examples:  
Aksi, Dimisk, Ekimo Filu, Fesk, Heks, Ixi,  
Kito, Obak, Raki, Seski, Vlesk 

Dromite Caste Name Examples:  
Fire, Flare, Flash, Glimmer, Icestorm,  
Sparksun, Shadowstrike

Dromite psionic abilities are most often  
learned from psionic masters within  
their caste. Caste names are often chosen  
to reflect the types of psionic abilities in  
which the members of the caste specialize.

Dromite Homestead Names: These names vary greatly, but are 
often referential to their geographic location (e.g., Undergorn).

Dromite Class Table
   Exp.  Total Total Major Minor Attack Defense 
Level Title                     Points Hit Dice PSPs Chakras Sciences Devotions  Modes  Modes
 1 Dromite Veteran/Jiva 0 1d4 5 1 1 4 1 0
 2 Dromite Warrior/Chela 2,500 2d4 10 1 1 6 2 1
 3 Dromite Swordmaster/Bhagat  5,000 3d4 15 2 2 8 2 1
 4 Dromite Hero/Sadhu 10,000 4d4 20 2 2 10 3 2
 5 Dromite Swashbuckler/Sadhaka  20,000 5d4 25 2 3 11 3 2
 6 Dromite Myrmidon/Siddha  40,000 6d4 30 3 3 12 4 3
 7 Dromite Champion/Swami  80,000 7d4 35 3 4 13 4 3
 8 Dromite Superhero/Acharya 160,000 8d4 40 3 4 14 5 4
 9 Dromite Guru  320,000 9d4 45 4 5 15 5 4
 10 Dromite Satguru  480,000 9d4+1* 50 4 5 16 5 5
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